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This volume provides a readable introduction to the narrative books of 1 and 2 Kings appropriate for the student, pastor, and
scholar. Fritz combines historical, literary, and archaeological approaches in an engaging synthesis. While he addresses issues of
the deuteronomic redaction, the author does not become bogged down in technical discussions or allow this to overshadow the
holistic interpretation of the text.
List of transactions, v. 1-41 in v. 41.
Mercy is a marginalized virtue in contemporary public life, but understanding its complex conceptual history suggests how that
might change.
All societies are constructed, based on specific rules, norms, and laws. Hence, all ethics and morality are predicated on perceived
right or wrong behavior, and much of human culture proves to be the result of a larger discourse on vices and virtues,
transgression and ideals, right and wrong. The topics covered in this volume, addressing fundamental concerns of the premodern
world, deal with allegedly criminal, or simply wrong behavior which demanded punishment. Sometimes this affected whole groups
of people, such as the innocently persecuted Jews, sometimes individuals, such as violent and evil princes. The issue at stake
here embraces all of society since it can only survive if a general framework is observed that is based in some way on justice and
peace. But literature and the visual arts provide many examples of open and public protests against wrongdoings, ill-conceived
ideas and concepts, and stark crimes, such as theft, rape, and murder. In fact, poetic statements or paintings could carry
significant potentials against those who deliberately transgressed moral and ethical norms, or who even targeted themselves.
First Published in 1970. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Golash addresses the value of punishment in contemporary society.

This book is a study of the formulation of British policy towards the American colonies during the crucial period between
the Boston Tea Party of December 1773 and the American Declaration of Independence in July 1776. It is set against the
background both of British public opinion and of the developing resistance movement in America. Thomas examines the
constraints on British policy-making, and analyses the failure of the colonists either to respond to British overtures or to
produce positive proposals of their own. He shows how the crisis escalated as the Americans moved from constitutional
demands to a military response, and finally took the decision to separate from Britain.
This volume provides discussions of both the concept of responsibility and of punishment, and of both individual and
collective responsibility. It provides in-depth Socratic and Kantian bases for a new version of retributivism, and defends
that version against the main criticisms that have been raised against retributivism in general. It includes chapters on
criminal recidivism and capital punishment, as well as one on forgiveness, apology and punishment that is congruent with
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the basic precepts of the new retributivism defended therein. Finally, chapters on corporate responsibility and punishment
are included, with a closing chapter on holding the U.S. accountable for its most recent invasion and occupation of Iraq.
The book is well-focused but also presents the widest ranging set of topics of any book of its kind as it demonstrates how
the concepts of responsibility and punishment apply to some of the most important problems of our time. “This is one of
the best books on punishment, and the Fourth Edition continues its tradition of excellence. The book connects
punishment importantly to moral responsibility and desert, and it is comprehensive in its scope, both addressing abstract,
theoretical issues and applied issues as well. The topics treated include collective responsibility, apology, forgiveness,
capital punishment, and war crimes. Highly recommended.”—John Martin Fischer, Distinguished Professor of Philosophy,
University of California, Riverside.
This work explores the cultural world of the Babylonian rabbis and their students through the stories they included in the
Bavli, the primary interpretive text of rabbinic Judaism. The author illustrates how their presentation of earlier rabbinic
teachings was influenced by their own values and practices.
This is a literary and theological study of the Biblical Antiquities of Pseudo-Philo--a long, well-written reinterpretation of
the Hebrew Bible written by a Palestinian Jew of the first century C.E. Using the methodologies of redaction and literary
criticism, Murphy provides an analysis of the whole of the Biblical Antiquities. After a chapter-by-chapter analysis, Murphy
addresses several topics more generally--major characters, major themes, and the historical context of the work. Full
concordances to the Latin text are provided to assist future research on Pseudo-Philo. This book will prove an important
resource for students of Jewish interpretation of the Bible at the end of the Second Temple period. It also sheds light on
Jewish thought of the period regarding covenant, leadership in Israel, women in Israel, relations with Gentiles, divine
providence, divine retribution, eschatology, and many other subjects. Furnishing a broad interpretive context for future
work on the Biblical Antiquities, this study gives students of the Bible access to an important literary and religious product
of first-century Judaism.
Myths, legends, heroes, and gods of Armenia and Africa.
'The universe is, as it were, one machine, wherein the celestial spheres are analogous to the interlocking wheels and the
particular beings are like the things moved by the wheels, and all events are determined by an inescapable necessity. To
speak of free choice or self determination is only an illusion we human beings cherish.' Thus writes Theodore the
engineer to his old friend Proclus, one of the last major Classical philosophers. Proclus' reply is one of the most
remarkable discussions on fate, providence and free choice in Late Antiquity. It continues a long debate that had started
with the first polemics of the Platonists against the Stoic doctrine of determinism. How can there be a place for free
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choice and moral responsibility in a world governed by an unalterable fate? Proclus discusses ten problems on
providence and fate, foreknowledge of the future, human responsibility, evil and punishment (or seemingly absence of
punishment), social and individual responsibility for evil, and the unequal fate of different animals. Until now, despite its
great interest, Proclus' treatise has not received the attention it deserves, probably because its text is not very accessible
to the modern reader. It has survived only in a Latin medieval translation and in some extensive Byzantine Greek
extracts. This first English translation, based on a retro-conversion that works out what the original Greek must have
been, brings the arguments he formulates again to the fore.
Crime and Punishment in the Middle Ages and Early Modern AgeMental-Historical Investigations of Basic Human Problems and
Social ResponsesWalter de Gruyter
Cavan W. Concannon makes a significant contribution to Pauline studies by imagining the responses of the Corinthians to Paul’s
letters. Based on surviving written materials and archaeological research, this book offers a textured portrait of the ancient
Corinthians with whom Paul conversed, argued, debated, and partnered, focusing on issues of ethnicity, civic identity, politics, and
empire. In doing so, the author provides readers a unique opportunity to assess anew, and imagine possibilities beyond, Paul’s
complicated legacy in shaping Western notions of race, ethnicity, and religion.
Through an exegetical examination of the disparate materials of the book of Numbers 10:11-36:13, dealing with Israel's failure to
conquer the Promised Land, Lee (Old Testament studies, Calvin College) finds a structural integrity and conceptual coherence to
the work that rests on understanding of Go
At one time, the use of corporal punishment by parents in child-rearing was considered normal, but in the second half of the
nineteenth century this begin to change, in Quebec as well as the rest of the Western world. It was during this period that the
extent of ill-treatment inflicted on children—treatment once excused as good child-rearing practice—was discovered. This book
analyzes both the advice provided to parents and the different forms of child abuse within families. Cliche derives her information
from family magazines, reports and advice columns in newspapers, people’s life stories, the records of the Montreal Juvenile
Court, and even comic strips. Two dates are given particular focus: 1920, with the trial of the parents of Aurore Gagnon, which
sensitized the public to the phenomenon of “child martyrs;” and 1940, with the advent of the New Education movement, which
was based on psychology rather than strict discipline and religious doctrine. There has always been child abuse. What has
changed is society’s sensitivity to it. That is why defenders of children’s rights call for the repeal of Section 43 of the Canadian
Criminal Code, which authorizes “reasonable” corporal punishment. Abuse or Punishment? considers not only the history of
violence towards children in Quebec but the history of public perception of this violence and what it means for the rest of Canada.
Burrill, Alexander M. A New Law Dictionary and Glossary: Containing Full Definitions of the Principal Terms of the Common and
Civil Law, Together with Translations and Explanations of the Various Technical Phrases in Different Languages, Occurring in the
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Ancient and Modern Reports, and Standard Treatises; Embracing Also All the Principal Common and Civil Law Maxims. Compiled
on the Basis of Spelman's Glossary, and Adapted to the Jurisprudence of the United States; with Copious Illustrations, Critical and
Historical. New York: John S. Voorhies, 1850-1851. Two volumes. xviii, 1099 pp. Reprinted 1998 by The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd.
LCCN 97-38481. ISBN 1-886363-32-3. Cloth. $195. * Reprint of the first edition. A scarce, important original American dictionary
by a student of James Kent. Burrill [1807-1869] was admitted to the New York Bar in 1828. Burrill was highly regarded for his legal
scholarship. Dictionary of American Biography describes this as "a work of very high standard, which at once took its place as
perhaps the best book of its kind so far produced...All his books were distinguished for their graceful style and a scholarly precision
and finish which earned the unstinted commendation of the judiciary. In addition their accuracy of statement and definition was
fully recognized at the time by the profession at large" (II:326).
The contemporary study of Jewish apocalypticism today recognizes the wealth and diversity of ancient traditions concerned with
the “unveiling” of heavenly matters??understood to involve revealed wisdom, the revealed resolution of time, and revealed
cosmology??in marked contrast to an earlier focus on eschatology as such. The shift in focus has had a more direct impact on the
study of ancient “pseudepigraphic” literature, however, than in New Testament studies, where the narrower focus on
eschatological expectation remains dominant. In this Companion, an international team of scholars draws out the implications of
the newest scholarship for the variety of New Testament writings. Each entry presses the boundaries of current discussion
regarding the nature of apocalypticism in application to a particular New Testament author. The cumulative effect is to reveal, as
never before, early Christianity, its Christology, cosmology, and eschatology, as expressions of tendencies in Second Temple
Judaism.
This volume provides analyses of a range of subjects and issues in the death penalty debate, from medicine to the media. The essays
address in particular the personal complexities of those involved, a fundamental part of the subject usually overridden by the theoretical and
legal aspects of the debate. The unique personal vantage offered by this volume makes it essential reading for anyone interested in going
beyond the removed theoretical understanding of the death penalty, to better comprehending its fundamental humanity. Additionally, the
international range of the analysis, enabling disaggregation of country specific motivations, ensures the complexities of the death penalty are
also considered from a global perspective.
Was ist frühchristliche Paränese? Im Licht einer hundertjährigen Forschungsgeschichte bieten die 17 Beiträge eine aktuelle Diskussion
frühchristlicher Paränese in ihrem griechisch-römischen und hellenistisch-jüdischen Kontext. Der Band, an dem zahlreiche internationale
Gelehrte mitgewirkt haben, geht auf ein skandinavisches Forschungsprojekt zurück.
From the lead prosecutor on the Enron investigation, an eye-opening examination of the explosion of American white-collar crime. If
“corporations are people too,” why isn’t anyone in jail? A serious defect in a GM car causes accidents; Enron scams investors out of their
money; banks bet on the housing market crash and win. In the race to maximize profits, corporations can behave in ways that are morally
outrageous but technically legal. In Capital Offenses, Samuel Buell draws on the unique pairing of his expertise as a Duke University law
professor and his personal experience leading the investigation into Enron—the biggest white-collar crime case in U.S. history—to present an inPage 4/7
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depth examination of business crime today At the heart of it sits the limited liability corporation, simultaneously the bedrock of American
prosperity and the reason that white-collar crime is difficult to prosecute—a brilliant legal innovation that, in its modern form, can seem
impossible to regulate or even manage. By shielding employees from legal responsibility, the corporation encourages the risk-taking that
drives economic growth. But its special legal status and its ever-expanding scale place daunting barriers in the way of federal and local
investigators. Detailing the complex legal frameworks that govern both corporations and the people who carry out their missions, Buell shows
that deciphering business crime is rarely black or white. In lucid, thought-provoking prose, he illuminates the depths of the legal issues at
stake—delving into fraudulent practices like Ponzi schemes, bad accounting, insider trading, and the art of “loopholing”—showing how every
major case and each problem of law further exposes the ambivalence and instability at the core of America’s relationship with its
corporations. An expert in criminal law, Buell masterfully examines the limits of too permissive or overzealous prosecution of business crimes.
Capital Offenses invites us to take a fresh look at our legal framework and learn how it can be used to effectively discipline corporations for
wrongdoing, without dismantling the corporation.
A synthesis of the latest scholarship on the institutions dedicated to the repression of heresy in the medieval and early modern Catholic
Church.
ISSN: 2397-9607 Issue 450 In this 450th issue of the Baba Indaba’s Children's Stories series, Baba Indaba narrates the Eastern Fairy Tale
of “The Vizier who was punished” ONCE, UPON A TIME, a long, long time ago and far, far away, there lived a king who had a son who was
very fond of hunting. He often allowed him to indulge in this pastime, but he had ordered his grand-vizier always to go with him, and never to
lose sight of him. One day the huntsman roused a stag, and the prince, thinking that the vizier was behind, gave chase, and rode so hard that
he found himself alone. He stopped, and having lost sight of it, he turned to rejoin the vizier, who had not been careful enough to follow him.
But he lost his way. Whilst he was trying to find it, he saw on the side of the road a beautiful lady who was crying bitterly. He drew his horse's
rein, and asked her who she was and what she was doing in this place, and if she needed help. "I am the daughter of an Indian king," she
answered, "and whilst riding in the country I fell asleep and tumbled off. My horse has run away, and I do not know what has become of him."
The young prince took pity on her, and offered to take her behind him, which he did. As they passed by a ruined building the lady dismounted
and went in. The prince also dismounted and followed her. To his great surprise, he heard her saying to someone inside, "Rejoice my
children; I am bringing you a nice fat youth." But then what happened you may ask? What happened to the prince? Did he make his escape
or was he captured? What magic did the woman have? How did everything turn out in the end? Well, you’ll have to download and read this
story to find out for yourself. =========== Baba Indaba is a fictitious Zulu storyteller who narrates children's stories from around the world.
Baba Indaba translates as "Father of Stories". Each issue also has a "WHERE IN THE WORLD - LOOK IT UP" section, where young readers
are challenged to look up a place on a map somewhere in the world. The place, town or city is relevant to the story. HINT - all places can be
found using Google maps. In looking up these place names, using Google Maps, it is our hope that young people will click on the images and
do further investigations about the people who live in these towns in order to gain an understanding of the many and varied cultures from
around the world. Through such an exercise, it is also our hope that young people will not only increase their knowledge of world geography
but also increase their appreciation and tolerance of other peoples and cultures. BUY ANY of the 460+ BABA INDABA CHILDREN’S
STORIES here on Google Play or at https://goo.gl/65LXNM INCLUDES LINKS TO DOWNLOAD 8 FREE STORIES 10% of the profit from the
sale of this book will be donated to charities. ============ KEYWORDS/TAGS: Baba Indaba, Children’s stories, Childrens, Folklore,
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Fairy, Folk, Tales, bedtime story, legends, storyteller, fables, moral tales, myths, happiness, laughter, astonish, astonishment, beautiful,
beggar, Black Isles, book, capital, cook, disappear, enchantress, executioner, , Fisherman, genius, Geni, gold, grand-vizier, grand-vizier,
Greek, Indian, king, lady, lake, magnificent, majesty, marble, mountain, palace, physician, physician, prince, queen, sad, slave, Sultan,
sword, throne, vizier, Vizier, wicked, woman, ogress, magic, young
This updated encyclopedia provides ready information on all aspects of capital punishment in America. It details virtually every capital
punishment decision rendered by the United States Supreme Court through 2006, including more than 40 cases decided since publication of
the first edition. Entries are also provided for each Supreme Court Justice who has ever rendered a capital punishment opinion. Entries on
jurisdictions cite present-day death penalty laws and judicial structure state by state, with synopses of common and unique features. Also
included are entries on significant U.S. capital prosecutions; legal principles and procedures in capital cases; organizations that support and
oppose capital punishment; capital punishment's impact on persons of African, Asian, Hispanic, and Native American descent, on women,
and on foreign nationals; and the methods of execution. Essential facts are also provided on capital punishment in more than 200 other
nations. A wealth of statistical data is found throughout.
This book explores the identity of Texas as a state with a large and severe penal system. It does so by assessing the narratives at work in
Texas museums and tourist sites associated with prisons and punishment. In such cultural institutions, complex narratives are presented,
which show celebratory stories of Texan toughness in the penal sphere, as well as poignant stories about the witnessing of executions,
comical stories that normalize the harsher aspects of Texan punishment, and presentations about prison officers who have lost their lives in
the war on crime. In analysing these representations, the book shows that Texan history plays an important role in the production of Texan
self-identity, and that to understand the Texan commitment to harsh punishment we must be prepared to focus on Texan myths and
memories. Prisons and Punishment in Texas draws on diverse interdisciplinary work, including criminology, cultural studies about Southern
values, as well as research on cultural memory and dark tourism. Museums are shown to be under-researched sites of criminological
significance, which offer rich evidence through which penal imaginaries and the cultural role of punishment can be explored. The book will be
of great interest to criminologists as well as scholars of sociology, cultural studies, museum studies and politics.
This volume deals with the varied forms of shame reflected in biblical, theological, psychological and anthropological sources. Although
traditional theology and church practice concentrate on providing forgiveness for shameful behavior, recent scholarship has discovered the
crucial relevance of social shame evoked by mental status, adversity, slavery, abuse, illness, grief and defeat. Anthropologists, sociologists,
and psychologists have discovered that unresolved social shame is related to racial and social prejudice, to bullying, crime, genocide,
narcissism, post-traumatic stress and other forms of toxic behavior. Eleven leaders in this research participated in a conference on The
Shame Factor, sponsored by St. Mark's United Methodist Church in Lincoln, NE in October 2010. Their essays explore the impact and the
transformation of shame in a variety of arenas, comprising in this volume a unique and innovative resource for contemporary religion,
therapy, ethics, and social analysis.
What was the origin of Charon, the ferryman of the dead? Or Hades and the Elysian Fields? This book is a fascinating in-depth study of the
beliefs, attitudes, and rituals surrounding death in ancient Greece. Drawing on all kinds of evidence - from literary texts to images on art - the
book also discusses the problems of `reading' this material without the intrusion of our own culturally determined beliefs.
The Companion to Ancient Israel offers an innovative overview of ancient Israelite culture and history, richly informed by a variety of
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approaches and fields. Distinguished scholars provide original contributions that explore the tradition in all its complexity, multiplicity and
diversity. A methodologically sophisticated overview of ancient Israelite culture that provides insights into political and social history, culture,
and methodology Explores what we can say about the cultures and history of the people of Israel and Judah, but also investigates how we
know what we know Presents fresh insights, richly informed by a variety of approaches and fields Delves into religion as lived, an approach
that asks about the everyday lives of ordinary people and the material cultures that they construct and experience Each essay is an original
contribution to the subject
Examines the roots of white supremacy and mass incarceration from the vantage point of history Why, asks Pem Davidson Buck, is
punishment so central to the functioning of the United States, a country proclaiming “liberty and justice for all”? The Punishment Monopoly
challenges our everyday understanding of American history, focusing on the constructions of race, class, and gender upon which the United
States was built, and which still support racial capitalism and the carceral state. After all, Buck writes, “a state, to be a state, has to punish ...
bottom line, that is what a state and the force it controls is for.” Using stories of her European ancestors, who arrived in colonial Virginia in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and following their descendants into the early nineteenth century, Buck shows how struggles over the
right to punish, backed by the growing power of the state governed by a white elite, made possible the dispossession of Africans, Native
Americans, and poor whites. Those struggles led to the creation of the low-wage working classes that capitalism requires, locked in by a
metastasizing white supremacy that Buck’s ancestors, with many others, defined as white, helped establish and manipulate. Examining
those foundational struggles illuminates some of the most contentious issues of the twenty-first century: the exploitation and detention of
immigrants; mass incarceration as a central institution; Islamophobia; white privilege; judicial and extra-judicial killings of people of color and
some poor whites. The Punishment Monopoly makes it clear that none of these injustices was accidental or inevitable; that shifting our statesanctioned understandings of history is a step toward liberating us from its control of the present.
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